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SIGNAL PROCESSING APPLICATIONS OF CHARGE-COUPLED DEVtCES-

D. D. Buss, w. H~ Bailey, and A. F. Tasch, Jr. 

-- .ABSTRACT 

This paper reviews the application of charge coupled devices {CCD's) 
to analog delay, multiplexing, transversal filtering (fixed and variable 
weighting coefficients) and recursive filtering. It compares the various 
CCD approaches with regard to performance and cost for selected system 
applications. Results are given which reflect the current state of 
a_nalog signal processing technology, and speculation is rendered regard
ing the competitiveness of CCD 1 s in analog signal proc~ssing systems of 
th~ future. - · · 

INTRODUCTION 

Charge-c~upled devices (~ef 1,2) lCCD 1 s). are ~ilicon IC 1s which 
performthe functions of analog sampled-data delay, and as such, they 
are uniquely applicable to a wide range of analog signal processing 
functions. These functions can be divided into five major categori~s 
which are given below. 

Jj Analog Time Delay (ref 3). For time delays of less than one 
secOnd CCD 1 s are extremely promising. Applications include video frame 
storage for scan conversion, video line delay for PAL TV, audio delay, 
and sonar beam forming. · 

2) Multiplexing/Demultiplexing (ref 4). CCD 1 s are attractive for 
multiplexing detector arrays due to their inherent. low noise and their 
ability to operate at low temperatures. Demultiplexing has important 
application in radar range gating. -

3) Transversal Filtering: Fixed Weighting Coefficients (ref 5). CCD 
transversal filters with fixed weighting coefficients offer the greatest 
cost advantages over digital techniques (ref 6) because this type of 
filter requires very little additional complexity over the basic CCD, and 
it replaces a complex digital processor. The CCD transversal filter will 
become a basic building block for integrated circuit designers. It will 
offer advantages in cost that make it attractive for many functions where 
transversal filtering is not now feasible. 

4) Transversal Filtering: Electronically Variable Weighting Coeffi
cients •. Some analog· signal processing functions require transversal 
filters with electronica1ly variable weighting coefficient~. Although 
several different approaches have been proposed, it is not yet clear 
which is best and how competitive these approaches are with digital 
techniques. 

5) Recursive Filtering. Recursive filters are more flexible than 
transversal filters but require feedback amplifiers with very accurately 
controlled gain. Until such amplifiers ca_n be integrated onto the chip, 
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CCD recursive filters may not gain wide acceptance. Indeed, CCD trans
versal filters with their low cost advantages may be used inste.ad of 
recursive filters for many filtering functions such as clutter rejection 
in moving target radar. 

The primary motivation behind thedevelopment of CCD 1 s for analog 
signal 'processing is their low cost. When compared with digital filter~, 
CCD's are expected to be significantly cheaper in many applications .for 
tfie following reasons {ref 7) • 

. ffD Sig,nals are processed in an analog form thereby eliminating the need 
Yor A/D and D/A conversion. · · 

~ A single analog filter replaces a multiplicity ~f digital filters. 

· 115) The process for manufacturing CCD 1 s is simple and compatible 
~ndard MOS manufacturing technology, thereby permitting a high 
of integration with other MOS circuitry. 

with 
level 

In addition to their lower cost, CCD 1 s offer advantages over digital 
techniques in smaller size, lighter weight,lo\ver power and higher reli
ability due tG the smaller number of packages. 

~\ 
In a sense, CCD 1s combine the best features of analog and digital 

. te.chniques •. Like digital filters, CC.D 1 s are controlled by a mas.ter 
. clock, and as a resu 1 t they have the same advantages of temperature 
. stability and precise timing. . . · · 

. . . . . 

CCDi~ are similar to acoustic surface wave devices (SWD 1s) in many of 
the functions which they perform. However, they should be viewed as 
complementary to SWD's and not competitive because their range of appli
cabi 1 ity does not significantly overlap that of SWD 1 s. Practical.rSWD's 
are limited in achievable time delay (Td) toT~ S 100 ~sec whereas CCD 1 s 
can achieve up to a second of time delay •. SWD s, on the other hand can 
have bandwidth (W) of up to 1 G~ whereas CCD 1 s are practically limited 
toW;::_ 10 MH~ (ref 8). CCD 1 s have been operated at significantly higher 
frequencies {ref 9, 10). However, two factors .1 imit the potential of CCD 1 s 
in the range WZ, 10 MHz, (1) competition from SWD 1 s and (D> incompatibility 
with MOS circuitry for clock drivers, output amplifiers, etc. 

CCD's are not without their drawbacks when compafed with digital 
circuitry• For one thing they have performance limitations which do not 
limit digital approaches. These limitations are best discussed in con-

· junction with the function to be performed (Sees II through VI) but in 
general they limit bandwidth (W), time delay (Td), time bandwidth product 
(TdW), dynamic range, linearity within the dynamic range, minimum signal, 
etc. 

Another·drawback to CCD 1 s is their limited availability to system 
designers at the prese~t time. As CCD technology matures, a component 

·family will emerge, and CC~'s will become available as more or less 
standard functional IC components; delay 1 ines, multiplexers, correlators, 
spectrum analyzers, etc. However, these components are not likely to 
become widely available for the next few years. In the near future CCD 1 s 
will be used as custom IC 1 s in systems where the volume is sufficiently 
high that a custom IC can be justified based on cost reduction and in 
systems where size, weight, power and·reliability are tbe dominant 
·considerations. 
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Bucket•brigade devices (ref 11, 12}· (BBD's) are functionarty very 
similar to CCD's •. They are made with standard MOS IC. technology, but 
they ·have 1 i"mited performance .compared 'with CCD's. In this article, __ ~!3P .. 's 
are not discussed specifically. However, much of the·cco discussion 
applies equally to BBD's, .and some of the examples presented in this 
paper, are implemented with BBD technology. 

In Sees. II through· VI, the functional appl icat"ions of CCD's ar~ 
discussed from the point of view of system uti 1 ization. For device 
design and fabrication, reference is made to the published literature 
incl~ding this conference. · 

II ANALOG TIME DELAY 

The simplest application of CCD's is analog ti~e delay in which the 
. input voltage is sampled (ref 3, 13) and a charge representative ·of that 
voltage is transferred serially down the CCD to the output~ This is shown 
schematically in Fig. 1 {a) where each box represents .one stage or 
clock period (TC) of delay~ For a p-phase device having fr.actional Joss 
per transfer eX., the fractional loss per stage is e:=p=c. This loss gives 
rise to dispersion characterized by the transfer function (ref 14) · 

' )• r1 - e: . ]. M -M 
H (z = L 1 _ e:z-_1 . z . (I) 

. (2) . 

where M•,is the number ofdelay stages in the device. E~. (2) shows that 
the delay of Fig. 1 (a) behaves like an ideal delay (Z~ ) in series with 
·a frequency dependent attenuator having magnitude · 

(3) 

where f is the sampling frequency which is equal to the clock frequency 
fc in t~is case. · 

The dispersion· due to imperfect charge transfer can be reduced by 
using the multiplexed CCD (MCCD) configuration shown in Fig. 1 (b). In 
this configuration, q shift registers operate in parallel, each one 
having M/q delay stages and each one operating at a clock frequency of 
fc=f5 /q. The dispersion of the MCCD Is reduced considerably and is 
characterized by a transfer function whose magnitude is (ref 15) 

(4) 

Twa types of MCCD are commonly used; the series-parallel-series (SPS) 
structure in which the input steering and output multiplexing are accom
plished with a ceo multiplexer and demultiplexer as discussed in Sec Ill 
and the phase multiplexed structure in which the input signal is sequen
tia11y clocked into shift register 1, 2 •••• q when the l,z, •••• ,p clock 
phase is on. With the phase multiplexed structure q=p whereas with the 
SPS structure, q ·is arbitrary. 

The drawbacks of the MCCD are threefold, 1) The demultiplexing and 
multiplexing circuitry require added complexity._ 2) The leakage and the 
gain must be very nearly identical in each of the q parallel channels • 

• 
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Otherwise, a periodic "fixed pattern noise" results. 3) The clock 
frequency fc=f5 /q occurs in the middle of the signal band o < f < fs/2 
and must be very accurately balanced to eliminate clock feedthrough. 

The MeeD is taken to its logical extreme in the sequentially address
ed memory (SAM) structure shown in Fig. I (c). Here q=M, and each of the 
parallel channels contains only a single stage of delay. Obviously charge 
transfer loss is no problem in such a configuration, and many effective 
transfers can be realized without degradation due to charge transfer loss. 
lnfact the SAM structure need not require charge coupling at. all. Time 
delay can be ·achieved simply by sampling charge on a capacitor. and read
ing that charge at a later time. The SAM structure has been extensi-vely 
studied for delay applications requiring a large number of clc)ck periods. 
of delay (ref 16,17). 

In the SAM structure, however, non-uniform thermal leakage, a common 
problem in ceo imagers, limits the total time delay to about 10 msec at 
room temperature (ref 18) as compared to about 1 sec for the serial struc
ture. The very different effects which leakage has on the_ serial CCD and 

on the SAM can be seen by comparing Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (c). In the serial 
CCO, each charge packet spends an equal amount of time in each storage 
location, and so the leakage charge that appears at the output is the exact 
average of the leakage contribution from each cell. Thus the leakage charge 
as a function of time is uniform and can be eliminated by ac coupling at 
the output. Because of this, the amount of leakage charge can be quite 
large (up to .lnmaxl before the dynamic range begins to be degraded. In 
the SAM, however, the leakage current is different for every storage loca-' 
ti6n, and it rs this variation that gives rise to fixed pattern norse. 
This 11ooise'\ which is proportional to the storage. time (Td}, limits the 
dynamic range'.unless it is made small. Fig. 2 shows the approximate ranges 
of time delay (Td) and signal bandwidth (W) which are practical with the 
serial ceo (solid lines) and the SAM (dashed lines). For the serial CCD. 
the operating range is limited by Td :51 sec, w;S 10 MHz and Td W ;S 103•. 
For the SAM, the operating range is 1 imited by Td :S 10 msec, and W ,$ 10 MHz. 
This comparison is further considered in another paper in this conference 
{ref 17). . 

It should be emphasized that the maximum time delay is limited by 
thermal leakage which increases exponentially with temperature. Fig. 2 is 
drawn for room temperature operation and slightly above. If 80°C operation 
is required, the limitations for the serial CCO and SAM drop by an order 
of magnitude. 

Fig. 2 should not be construed as defining the performance 1 imits of· 
the devices but rather the range in which they are competitive on a cost/ 
performance basis with alternate technologies. Higher frequency operation 
has been alluded to, and of cours~, longer delay can be achieved by cooling. 

An obvious potential application for CCD delay is as a replacement 
for the ultrasonic delay line used in PAL TV receivers (ref 20). A 64 ~sec 
delay is required for the chroma signal which has bandwidth of approximately 
1 MHz •. tf the 4.4 MHz local oscillator is used to generate 2.2 MHz clock 
waveforms for the CCD, then 11+1 delay stages are required. This appl ica
tion has been considered by a number of companies (ref 11,21) but is not 
yet being implemented. The ultrasonic delay line may not be fashionable, 
but it is cheap {around. $1.00) and performs adequately. If CCD's are to 
replace it they vJill probably have to be integrated with other chroma 
processing functions; synchronous demodu1.3tion, color difference matrix
ing, etc. 
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\
- Another important delay line application is scan conversion •. In 

infrared imaging systems, for example the detectors scan the scene with 
a horizontal sweep, and the output of each detector is clocked into a CCD 
capable of storing an entire line. When the entire frame is stored in the 
band of ceo delay lines; the· ceo's are read out sequentially and the video 
has the proper formatto be displayed on a standard CRT. _Two ~anks.of 
ceo's are used: one is being loaded while the other suppl 1es v1deo •nfonn
ation to the CRT (ref 22). CCO's are limited to those scan conversion 
applications which can be perfonned in 100 msec or less. This excludes 
many radar applications which require data retention for a period of 
seconds, but a number of picture processing applications are feasible _j 
within this constraint (ref 23). 

Time axis equalization in video playback units (ref 24) appears to 
be an important potential application of ceo delay because a clock con~ 

. trolled variable delay is required and the only competitive approach is 
dig i ta 1· de 1 ay. 

Beam forming in sonar or seismic data processing is accomplished by 
delaying the outputs from the acoustic sensors by different amounts. 
·This function is now performed digitally and in many cases will continue 
to be. done digitally. However, in cases where a small number of beams 
are to be formed in a disposable remote sensor where cost, size, weight, 
and power are all tightly constrained, CC0 1 s are expected to be very 
important. 

Ill MULTIPLEXING 

A CCO can be used as an analog multiplexer by loading the CCO from 
a number of parallel inputs, and then shifting the information out in 
serial form. Similarly, a demultiplexer can be constructed which operates 
like the multiplexer in reverse. Multiplexing is an important function, 
and CCO multiplexers will be prominent members.of the family of CCD 
components. Their usefulness as components, however, is somewhat limited 
by the.number of pins required for a device having a large number of · 
outputs. ceo multiplexing 1s mcist advantageous where the multiplexing 
function is integrated with other functions. For example, the SPS delay 
line utilizes a demultiplexer and multiplexer on the same chip, thereby 
eliminating the pin-out problem. 

ceo multiplexer/demultiplexer devices have two unique limitations. 
1) Charge transfer loss is much more serious than it is in a CCD delay 
line because ft introduces cross talk between adj~cent input/output 
channels. 2) Non-uniformities in the gain or offset level of the input/ 

·output. amplifiers gives rise to fixed pattern noise which limits the 
dynamic range. The first problem can be solved by inserting one or more 
isolation elements in between information storage elements {ref 4). 
Using this scheme cross talk is reduced to a second order or higher effect. 
The second problem is more bothersome for multiplexing low signal levels. 
Input techniques have beeri devised for this app 1 i cation which are i ode
pendent of variations in the ~OS threshold voltage,· (ref 25) and these 
input techniques give stable, uniform inputs with low fixed pattern noise. 

CCO multiplexers are especially useful for multiplexing the outputs 
from detector arrays because they can operate with very low signal levels 
and can be operated at low temperature. 

CCD ~emultiplexer~ are important in radar range gating. Fig. 3 shows 
a schematiC of a 10-stage range gate filter (RGF). The video return from 
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a single trahsmitted pulse is sampled at t1, t 2 ••• t1o' and the samples 
are clocked into the ceo RGF. The clock is stopped when the t 1 sample 
reaches the leftmost CCD stage at which time all the samples are ampHfied 
and transferred to their respective outputs v1, v2, ••• Vto· A 50-stage 
CCO RGF has been built which meets the electronic specifications of a 
field portable moving target radar. 

The CCO range gate filter can be expanded to include doppler pro-
cessing on the chip. This involves performing the discrete Fourier 
transform (OFT) on a pulse to pulse basis of each of the voltages v1, v2 
••• VJO in Fig. 3. The OFT is performed using thechi rp z-transform 
(CZT) which is described in Sec. IV. A chip has been built which performs 
a 32-point DFT on each of 10 range bins, (ref 26) and a complete doppler 
processor for several thousand range bins can be constructed by cascading 
several hundred such chips • 

. IV TRANSVERSAL FILTERING: FIXED WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS 

A CCD transversal filter can be made by sampling each node voltage 
in a ceo delay line, multiplying these samples by weighting· coefficients, 
and summing the results. Such a filte~ shown schematically in Fig. 4, 
performs the sampled-data convolution or correlation between the input 
sfgnal andthe filter impulse response which is determined by the 
hk, k=l,M, of Fig. 4. Mathematically, the output during the nth clock 
period ls glven as a weighted sum of the M previous input samples. 

M 

·. v t. (nT ) = \. hk v. l (n-k) Tc'Ji (5) ou c L · 1 n._ 
. k=l 

Circuitry for performing the sampling weighting and summing functions is 
integrated with the CCD in a single IC, and different t~chniques for per
forming these functions are discussed elsewhere (ref 5, 27). 

The CCD fixed weighting coefficient transversal filter is very 
attractive for a number of reasons. 1) The samp 1 i ng, weighting, and 
summing are obtained with very little extra circuitry over the basic 
CCD shift register. 2) The amount of digital circuitry which it replaces 
is large. 3) This function is very important for a large number of im
portant applications. 

Variable weighting coefficient filters can be devised (ref 14,16,28) 
as discussed in-the next section, and in many applications they are 
required. However, in all of the realizations proposed to date, (ref 14, 
16, 18) the inherent simplicity of the fixed weighting coefficient filter 
is sacrificed to a large extent. 

Fixed weighting coefficient filters are factory programmable in the 
sense that the code or impulse response (the hk of Fig. 4) is determined. 
by a single photomask which is used in the IC manufacture. Once the 
basic filter has been designed, a new code mask can be computer generated 
for as little as $500. 

The ldea of using a general purpose correlator together with a ROM 
containing the impulse response is not practical for fixed-weighting
coefficient filtering. The CCD transversal filter itself is the most 

. compe~ct way of implementing an analog ROM. 
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CHARGE TRANSFER LOSS 

The effect of charge transfer loss on transversal filters is very 
different from its effect on delay elements. If charge transfer loss 
were zero, a transversal fi Iter having weighting coefficients hb k=l,M. 
would have the ideal transfer function 

M 

H1 (z) - L . hk 

k=l 

-k z. (6) 

When non-zero charge transfer loss is present the transfer function is 
(ref 14) 

M k 
H(z) =I hkc -~z-1) z-k (7) 

k=l 

The effect of charge transfer loss can be determined by replacing Z in 
the ideal transfe~ function with 

. . 
In other words 

. -1 
Z' = (1 - EZ ·) z 

· 1 - e 

~. Z exp[e ( 1-Z- 1 >] 

H(Z) =HI (Z') 

(8) 

(9) 

( 1 0) 

Dispersion can in principle be inverted if it is predicted acc
urately. If it is desired to have effective weighting coefficients hk, 
k=l,M, then the actual coefficients h'k, k=l,ro which are required, are 
obtained by iterating the re.lation (ref 14) 

eJ ( 1-e) - J · . k "] 

( 11) 

The principle of dispersion inversion has been demonstrated on an 
11-stage Barker coded filter (ref 5), but this ~echnique is not expected 
to be practical betause of the difficulty in accurately predicting e. 

MATCHED FILTERING 

The matched filtering theorem of statistical communication theory 
states that when a particular signal is to be detected with optimum 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in an environment of white, additive noise, 
then a matched filter should be used, i.e. a filter having impulse response 

. equa 1 to the time inverse of the signa 1 ·to be detected (ref 29). CCD 
transversal filters are ideally suited to matched filtering especially 
in low-data-rate, spread-spectrum communication applications (ref 30). 
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An example of a matched filter detector for binary chirp sigrials.is 
shown in Fig. 5. Th~ RF input signal has TdW product of 100 and is of 
the form · 

v. (t-} ~ A cos (ui t ± JJ.t 2 + ~) 
I 0 

{ 12) 

-Td/2 < t < + Td/2 

where the up-chirp (+)corresponds to a binary 11 111 and the down-chirp (-) 
corresponds to a binary 11011 • This signal is first mixed to base band so 
that it chirps from -w/2 through zero to +w/2 (or vice versa) and is 
th~n filtered in the 200~stage transversal matched filters marked SIN and 
COS. These filters were implemented using BBD technology, but several 
comparable CCD filters have also been b-uilt. The impulse responses of 
the two filters have the form 

h ( t) = cos IJ,t2 
0 

(13, a) 

g ( t) = sin IJ,t2 
0 

(13,b) 

Td 
t < 

. Td 
-< + -.-
2 2 

and are shown together with their correlation responses in. Fig. 6. Both 
filters are packaged in a single,-28-pin, ceramic DIP. 

The effects of charge transfer loss are clearly visible as an atten
uation in the impuls·e responses. For these devices e ~ 2 x 10-3 making 
Me;~ 0.4;. This amount of loss would be unacceptable for most delay line 
applications.· -However, in matched filtering applications, it can be shown· 
that the degradation in filter sensitivity due to non-zero e; is a second 
order effect in e (ref 14). In this example, the calculated sensitivity 
Joss was 1 ess than • 1 dB. 

Fig. 7 shows the outputs of the up-chirp and down:-chirp channels when 
the input signal is noncoherent, and chirps alternately up and down. Even 
when the input signal is masked by noise, the correlation peaks in the 
output are unambiguous •. Measurements of the bit error probability were 
made from -28 dB to -8 dB input SNR with the result that over this entire 
range, the measured performance was within .5 dB of the ultimate sensi
tivity achievable with noncoherent FSK (ref 31). 

CCD 1 s will make possible the use of matched filtering techniques in 
applications where the cost, size,weight and power of digital filtering 
are not tolerable. In addition, -M-ary communication, which requires a 
large number (M) of signaling waveforms may become feasible due to the 
simplicity with which arbitrarywaveforms can be generated and detected 
using CCD's. 

RADAR PULSE COMPRESSION 

Pulse compression is equivalent to matched filtering on a radar pulse. 
Acoustic SWD 1 s are used extensively for compression of short radar pulses, 
but longer pulses continue to be processed digitally, and are amenable to 
CCD filtering at greatly reduced cost (ref 26)o Radar pulses are usually 
chirp waveforms as in the previous communication example or phase shift 
keyed (PSK) waveforms: The latter can be processed, after mixing to 
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baseband, in ceo filters which are matched to the pseudorandom pn 
sequence which modulates the PSK waveJorm. A typical pseudorandom code 
is given ih Table I and a filter matched to that code is shown in£Lg.8. 

This filter was used to calculate the signal power, noise power and 
SNR at the output of the fi1ter as a function of Me. The calculation 
shown in Fig. 9 illustrates that, although the signal power drops pre
cipitously with increasing s, (due to mismatch between input signal and 
filter impulse response), the noise power also drops (que to correlation 
among noise charge packets) with the result that the out_put SNR is 
independent of Me to first order. 

CCD's will be most advantageous in compressing pulses having W;S 10 
MHz (range resolution greater than 15m). However, by using multiplexing 
as discussed in Sec. Ill or by using 11stretch'' techniques common in 
synthetic aperture radar imaging, the bandwidth limitations of CCD's can 
be c)rcumvented, and the use of CCD's for range corr~latibn in high 
resolution imaging radar can be contemplated. 

Weighting coefficient error does not have a significant effect on 
pulse compression or matched filtering functions. In both cases the 

. input signal is contaminated with so much noise that the additional 
·••noise11 due to weighting coefficient error is negligible. In bandpass 
filtering or spectral analysis however, weighting coefficient error is· 
a crucial limitation on sidelobe level or out-of-band rejection. 

BANDPASS FILTERING 

A 1.inea r phase bandpass fi 1 ter can be constructed by selecting the 
impulse response of a transversal filter to be the Fourier transform of 
the desired frequency characteristic (ref 32). One of the principle · · 
advantages of such filters is that their frequency characteristic scales 
with the clock frequency fc, and by varying fc the filter can be tuned. 

The measured frequency characteristic of a 500-stage CCD bandpass 
filter is given in Fig. 10. This filter was designed using Hamming 
weighting to have a worst case sidelobe level of -42 dB. The measured 
sidelobe level of-38dB may be a result of weighting coefficient error 
which is estimated to be on the order of 1%. 

The spectrum of Fig. 10 was obtained by clocking the device at fc • 
MHz, and the device is designed to have a passband at fc/4. Of cburse 

a spurious passband at 3 fc/4 results from aliasing and must be suppress
ed by an anti-aliasing filter. Filters of this type have been clocked 
at frequencies of up to 4 MHffi~x The low frequency end is limited by 
leakage current to fc .2:, M/Td ~ 500 Hz at r:oom temperature. 

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

One approach to spectral analysis with ·CCD 1 s is to construct a 
bank of bandpass filters. Thi.s is very wasteful, however, compared with 
the chirp z-transform (CZT) approach. The CZT is an algorithm for 
performing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)(ref 33). This algorithm 
has no particul~r advantages over the conventional Cooley-Tukey FFT 
algorithm when it is implemented digitally, but it casts the OFT into a 
form where much of the computation is performed in a fixed weighting 
coefficient transversal filter which is amenable to ceo implementation •. 
(~ef 34,35) . 
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The CZT algorithm can be derived in the following way. 
the definition of the OFT 

. N~l 
\' - i 2n: nk/N 

Xk = L. xn e 

n=O 

and using the substitution 
2 2 . . 2 

2nk = n + k . - (n-k) 

the following equation results. 

- . - 2 N-1 2 . 2 
Xk = e-in:k /~ (xne-in:n /~ein:(k-n) /NJ 

n•O 

Starting with 

( 14) 

( 15) 

( 16) 

This equation has been factored to emphasize the three operations which 
make up the CZT algorithm: l)· Pre-multiplication by a complex chirp 
wavefor~, 2) filtering in a convolution filter having a complex chirp 
impulse response and 3) postmultiplicatlon by a complex chirp waveform. 

· When on1y2the power density spectrum is requiredj the postmultipli-
cation by e-n:k IN can be eliminated, and a blo6k diagram of the simplified 

CZT system is shown in. Fig. 11. This system has been implemented with 
500-stage ceo filters ~hos~ impulse responses resemble those shown in 
Fig. 6. ,At the tim~ of this writing, data are not av~ilable on the per
formance-·of this system, but the performance of an older system implement
ed with the 200-stage BBD fi 1 ters is shown in Fig. 12. Here is shown the · 
power density spectrum of-a 100kHz carrier amplitude modulated with a 

kHz signa 1. 

Spectral analysis via the CCD CZT is expected to be very important 
in radar doppler processing, speech recognition, target identification, 
sonar spectra 1 ana 1 ys is, video bandwidth compress ion and many other 
applications requiring electronic spectral analysis. 

V TRANSVERSAL FILTERING: 
ELECTRONICALLY VARIABLE WE·IGHTING COEFFICIENTS 

Many importarit analog signal processing functibns require variable 
weighting coefficient filters,and several approaches have been proposed 
to meet this need (ref 14, 16, 28). Variable weighting is difficult to 
achieve in general, and sacrifices much of the inherent simplicity of 
the fixed weighting coefficie~t filter. For this re~son, the advantages 
in cost, size, weight, power and reliability of the variable weight 
CCD filter over digital approaches are not as clear-cut as in the fixed 
weight case. There are, howeveG a number of applications ~here variable 
weight filters do appear to b~ cost effective. 

For example it is relatively straight forward to design variable 
weight filters in which the weighting coefficients take on one of two 
values (ref 36) (1 and 0 or +1 and -1). For this reason, pn sequence 
filters of the type shown in Fig. 8 can be made electronically variable 
with a minimum of circuit complexity • 

. It is convenient to separate variable weighting Coefficient filtering 

I 
1 
~ 

i 
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applications into two categories. l) Convolution w.ith an impulse res
ponse which is.fixed for long periods of time but which must be varied 
slowly or changed infrequently. 2) Convolution o·r correlation of two 
arbitrary waveforms. 

One important applIcation in the former category is matched . 
filtering on a waveform which changes intermittently. fn this case a 
large number of codes must be stored in memory and supplied to a 
variable weight filter on request. If the codes are permanent and 
number of codes is not excessive, this problem is best solved by build
ing a bank of fixed wei~ht filters. The rationale for this choice becomes 
obvious when one considers that a fixed weight filter is a very effi
cient analog ROM. 

Another important application in the former category is adaptive 
equalization in which the dispersion due to a changing transmission 
medium must be inverted in the receiver or MODEM (ref 37). In this 
case, the number of codes is not finite, and the solution requires a 
variable weight filter. Three approaches to this problem have been 
proposed; 1) Analog-binary serial CCO (ref. 14), 2) Analog-binary CCO 
SAM (charge sloshing) (ref. 16, 17) and 3) MNOS variable conductance 
ceo (ref. 28). 

In the analog-binary approaches, use is made of the above-mentioned 
fact that binary weighted filters can be electronically programmed in 
a straight forward way. 

The analog weighting coefficients are digitized to N-bit accuracy, 
and the. analog signal is clocked through N filters whose binary weight
ing coefficients represent the desired impulse response •. If the hk of 
Fig. 4 are written in binary form ~s 

N 

hk ~I 
m=l 

N-m 
2 

then eq(5) for the filter output can be written as 

N-m · 
2 

(17) 

' ( 18) 

An adaptive filter implemented with the analog-binary serial CCD 
is shown in Fig. 13• The filtering is performed according to eq(18), 
and the coefficients are calculated in the usual way. The analog-binary 
scheme is ideally suited for this application because the weighting 
coefficients must be calculated and stored digitally anyway. 

An alternative to the serial CCD for analog-binary fJltering is the 
·SAM (ref 16, 17) (See Sec.· II) which is attractive when M is large and 

charge transfer loss is important. 

f1NOS transistors have also been proposed as a means of varying 
filter weighting coefficients (ref 28). The transistor's conductance 
is programmed by the analog voltage appliedto the gate. At the time 
of this writing this technique has not been demonstrated in the literature 
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and evaluation is premature. However, two serious drawbacks can be cited 
which jeopardize the cost effectiveness of this approach. 1) The MNOS 
circuitry introduces added processing complexity and hence added cost. 
and 2) The off-chip circuitry required to program the MNOS conductances 
is formidable. (The latter criticism applies to the analog-binary approach 
as· we 11.) 

The correlation of two arbitrary signals can be performed using any 
of the schemes discussed above •. However, the cost effectiveness of these 
schemes in this appl icatlon is doubtful compared with digital implementa- · 
tion. The .full advantages of CCD 1 s f~r correlation will be realized 
only if signals in two CCD shift registers can be multiplied in analog 
form, on chip, to provide an all-analog, selfcontained correlator IC. 
Schemes for doing this appear difficult but not impossible (ref 36). 

VI RECURSIVE FILTERING 

Transversal or nonrecursive filters form a special class of sampled
data filters in which no feedback exists. In this sense, recursive 
filters form a more general class in that both feedback and feedforward 
can be used to shape the filter characteristic (fef 6)~ 

The impulse response of a tr'ansversal filter is finite in time, 
whereas that of a recursive filter can be of infinite duration. As a 
result, bandpass filters having sharp skirts can generally be designed 
with fewer arithmetic operations using recursive filtering than with 
transversal filtering only. When filters areimplemented digitally, 
the cost is roughly proportional to the number of arithmetic operations 
and ther'~fore recursive filtering is used extensively in applications 
such as clutter rejection in MTI radar where sharp filter skirts are 
desired. 

With CCD filtering, the economics of filter design are quite 
different. Within limits, the number of arithmetic operations is not 
a dominent consideration because the weighting and summing of a large 
number of node voltages can be performed easily and cheaply. It is 
somewhat more difficult, however, to include feedback in a CCD filter, 
and for this reason, the trade-off between recursive and nonrecursive 
techniques is weighted in favor of nonrecursive filtering. With CCD 1 s 
it may be feasible to use a transversal filter having many delay stages 
rather than a recursive filter having fewer stages. 

Recursive filters have been demonstrated for bandpass filtering 
(ref 38) and radar clutter rejection (ref 39) applications, and in both 
demonstrations, feedback was performed in off-chip amplifiers. Except 
in special cases, CCD recursive filters will not find wide acceptance 
until stable feedback amplifiers can be cheaply iniegrated on the CCD 
chip. 

VII . CONCLUSIONS 

CCD 1 s are almost certain to have a large impact on analog signal 
processing systems of the future. Much of the CCD technology base which 
has been developed for optical imaging and digital memory applications 
is also applicable to analog signal processing, but there are differences 
in the manner in which analog signal processing technology needs to 
develop. These unique features are discussed below. 
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The CCD technology required to begin to make the impact discussed 
in this paper is here today. The remaining problems are largely system 
engineering. Compared to the application areas of optical imagin.g and 
digital memory, .a low .level of IC technology and complexity is required 
to make a major impact. Existing CCD technology needs to be pushed into 
engineering development of simple systems to determine whether the 
expected advantages of ceo analog signal processing justifies further 
device development. 

The major advantage for CCD 1 s in analog signal processing is low 
cost,.and consequently the technology must be selected with manufactura
bility as the foremost consideration. For optical imaging, large CCD 
chips are generally required which have tight specifications on the 
level and uniformity of the leakage current. For analog signal processing, 
the chip size can be chosen for optimum manufacturability and most analog 
signal processing circuits are relatively insensitive to thermal leakage 
nonuniformity. 

Standard processing is an important factor in low cost for two 
reasons. 1) Complex processes like MNOS cost more in terms of lower 
yield and 2) Compatibility with standard MOS circuitry permits a higher 
level of integration with other electronic functions and a consequent 
reduction in overall.system cost. The ultimate goal should be self 
contained funct i ona 1 I C' s (de lay 1 ines, filters, mu 1 tip 1 exers, corre lators, 
spectrum analyzers, Hilbert transformer's, etc) which are man~factured 
with standard high yield MOS proce!)ses and which require a minimum of 
off-chip circuitry (clock drivers, output amplifiers, etc., all integrat- · 
ed). ... ,· 

In the forseeable future, analog signal processing components v.ti11 
be developed for specific system applications as custom IC 1 s and IC 
designers will utilize ceo building blocks to design integrated subsystems. 
Effective realization of the full potential of CCD 1 s will require increas
ing cooperation between IC designers and system designers, both in in
dustry and in government agencies. Equipment manufacturers who do not 
have IC manufacturing capability will be at a distinct disadvantage, 
because ceo analog signa] processing components will probably not be 
commercially available except as custom items for a few years. 
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I - 10 

11 - 20 

21'- 30 

)I - ~0 

~· - 50 

51.- 60 

61 • 70 

71.- 80 

81 - 90 

,, - 100 

TABLE I 

CODE FO~ THE 100-BIT PN SEQUENCE FILTER 

- + + + + 

+ + 

+ + .. + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + + + + 

+ + + + + 

+ + +· 

+ 

TN: time ~lgnal consists of the e1ements of this table In 

the order given. The filter' Itself Is coded with tllese 

values in reverse order. 
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Power Density Spectrum of an AM Waveform. This spectrum was 
obtained usino the filters whose characteristics are shown in Figure 
6 in the CZT system of Figure 11. 
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